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the the contextcontext

since 1994 LIC is committed to exploit the 
possibilities offered by online communication for
facilitating the public dialog between

citizenscitizens, , politicianspoliticians and public and public servantsservants

by creating and maintaining

onlineonline participationparticipation spacesspaces::

the Milan Community Network
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the the lessonlesson learnedlearned

many citizenscitizens are willing to do this, but often become 
frustrated because they don’t find a similar disposition 
in the public Institutions
several public servantspublic servants (after specific education) are 
also available to have a public dialogue with citizens: 
they not always find support in the top levels of the 
Administrations (managers and politicians)
most politicianspoliticians assert they want to meet citizens, listen 
their suggestions, and take them into account, but in 
practice their are afraid to experiment the new 
possibilities  offered by the net and prefer to stay with 
more traditional (and safer) forms of interaction with 
citizens (F2F meetings and assemblies, participation to 
radio and TV  talks).
Online: chats and blogs more than public forums
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the the electionelection periodperiod

it is a very special moment during which politicianspoliticians are 
willing to use any possible way to catch  citizenscitizens
attention
it is a propitious moment to ‘push’ them to discuss 
online with  citizens 
it is also a propitious moment to revitalize public debate
to exploit this occasion, it is necessary to offer 
something attractive both to candidates and citizens
at the local level: the Municipal elections (‘Comunali’, 
each 5 years)
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Comunali 2001Comunali 2001

message:message: candidates are citizens who choose to 
commit themselves in the management of 
public affaires

all of them should have the possibility of using 
the net

simple serviceservice offered to candidates: 
a personal web page easy to fill with:

a short biography
the motivations for candidating
the electoral program

a shared forum between electors and all the 
candidates to compare opinions (weakly used)
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Comunali 2001Comunali 2001

result:result:
61 candidates 
15 of them elected
4 of the elected continued to manage an online 
forum with citizens:

2 during all the mandate (the President of the City 
Council and the leader of the opposition coalition)
3 (the Deputy Mayor and 2 members of the main 
opposition party, including the leader of the group), 
after a long period of inactivity, closed this ‘open 
channel’ with citizens because “they were not able to 
find the resources necessary to manage the forum”
(official published motivation) 

(the political area doesn’t matter)
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Comunali 2006Comunali 2006

very important moment 
politically
after 9 years of administration by the right coalition, 
immediately after the national elections
for the Community Network
to solve the problem of its relationships with the 
Municipality

a big investment
the development of a new software, first prototype of 
the software we are developing for supporting 
participation and deliberation (Deliberative Community 
Networks)
human resource: a quasi full-time person allocated to 
manage the site www.ComunaliMilano2006.it
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the the importantimportant datesdates

half of July 2005half of July 2005:
decision and rough requirements
half July - end of October:
development (single programmer)
first half of November: 
testing 
November 15th, 2005: November 15th, 2005: 
official presentation  
Up and running 

January 29: Primaries of the left coalition
April 9: national elections

May 28 May 28 -- June 11, 2006June 11, 2006: municipal electionsmunicipal elections
the right coalition won
June 23: first meeting of the new City Council
……. the story continues ….. 
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design design principlesprinciples

in the range and attractive both for
citizens:citizens: supporting different 
style of citizenship (Edwards, 2006)
candidates:candidates: need of personal visibility

preserving the value and practice of public 
dialogue  as in community networks

preserving and promoting the role of no-profit 
associations
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the the metaphoremetaphore

Forums: the public discussion space…Candidate’s Blogs: the personal space…
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the home pagethe home page
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onlineonline participatoryparticipatory spacespace

public moderated forum designed to enhance 
informed discussions:informed discussions:

collection of materials/documents in an informative 
space
support of a moderator (observance of the ‘Galateo’) 
and of a facilitator (expert of the issue under 
discussion)
expression of preferences over messages and 
documents
visualization facilities

simplified public forum to collect citizens 
proposals  and preferences without discussion 
(brainstormingbrainstorming for suggesting and rate new 
discussion forums)
candidates’ portal and personal blogsblogs
electoral events events (staff, citizens, candidates)
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9 9 districtsdistricts in in MilanMilan
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candidatescandidates’’ portalportal
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candidatescandidates’’ blogsblogs
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eventsevents
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a a successfulsuccessful experienceexperience

~ 1000 participants (registered users) 
7 candidates to the chair of Mayor
239 candidates to the City Council
311 candidates to the 9  District Councils

i.e., 557 candidates belonging to 26 lists

454 candidates (81%), 112 women (24,67%): a 
personal page
100 of them (22%): + personal blog

22 of 60 elected members of the City Council (36%) 
participated to ComunaliMilano2006
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participationparticipation indicatorsindicators

21 forums:21 forums: the most active
“Democracy and citizenship” (101 msg)
“Mobility in Milan” (83 msg)
“About the City” (154 msg)

660 660 msgmsg in forums  
225 by candidates - 435 by citizens
770 posts and comments770 posts and comments in the 100 blogs
532 posts by candidates
238 comments by citizens
398398 electoral eventselectoral events
169 by the candidates 
147 by the Comunali staff 

82 by the citizens
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participationparticipation indicatorsindicators
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participationparticipation indicatorsindicators

554 of the ~ 1000 participants have (OR):
prepared their personal page
written one message in a forum
written one post in a blog
inserted one event

forms of explicit/active participation

considering only the forums, where it is also
possible to simply express preferences:
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twotwo stylesstyles of of citizenshipcitizenship

messages
vs
preferences
over a msg/document

1,7 
preference/message
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twotwo stylesstyles of of citizenshipcitizenship

in the forums:   41%41% of the participants, have contributed just 
by expressing a preference over a message or a document
(a sort of weaker participation)

esclusively giving a vote (41%)

esclusively publishing a message (24%)

publishing a message or giving a vote (35%)
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qualitative qualitative outcomesoutcomes

the 17 non-profit associations partners of the initiative 
provided only  2 facilitators 
reasons: lack of human resources and ‘proprietary approach’

the idea of opening new forums through brainstorming 
did not work so well
reason: functionality not sufficiently self-evident

candidates are much less autonomous than citizens in 
using the environment: 
strong support by the community manager
reason: more matter of their priorities rather then of their 
technical skill

the relationships with the traditional local  media (local 
newspapers and local radio/tv) are crucial 
cooperation vs competition
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future future developmentdevelopment (1)(1)

from www.ComunaliMilano2006.it
to www.MilanoPartecipata.it

4 members of the City Council have written at 
least a message in the forums after the election
24 members of the 9 District Councils do the 
same
8 of the 9 District Councils have now a ‘direct 
line’ with citizens 

http://www.comunalimilano2006.it/
http://www.milanopartecipata.it/
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future future developmentdevelopment (2)(2)

in the framework of the national program on 
Digital citizenship (e-democracy)
•• project e21project e21 to enhance digital citizenship within

the local Agenda 21 participatory processes
•• 10 10 municipalitiesmunicipalities of the Lombardy region:

MantovaMantova, Brescia, Como, Lecco, Pavia; 
Desenzano s.G., San Donato M.se, Sesto 
s.G.,Vigevano + the Lombardy Regional
Government

•• goal:goal: creating a social environment inclined to 
using online deliberative spacesonline deliberative spaces for enhancing 
local e-participation processes 
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future future developmentdevelopment (2)(2)

Deliberative brainstorming

Online deliberation

Group-decision support

e-Consultation

News board
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thanks for the attention ! 

fiorella.decindio@unimi.it
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registrationregistration
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participantparticipant profileprofile
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2. Le comunità virtuali  (in senso lato) hanno fatto emergere e 
valorizzato questa caratteristica 

• nel settore no profit
• nel settore profit (e-Bay, Amazon,Ducati, CoP,….)
• nella settore pubblico (Reti Civiche, CoP, …)

Il mondo  virtuale non è meno reale del  mondo fisico: lo 
fotografa, integra, estende e valorizza

una visione di Internetuna visione di Internet

On-Line Off-Line
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